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Abstract-In this paper, we present sufficient smooth&s results on the solution of a nonlinear 
shallow water problem in order to obtain an existence result for the associated adjoint problem. We 
introduce a necessary but not sufficient existence condition for the functional minimum. The control 
is made on the velocity boundary condition, in considering observations at isolated points. Moreover, 
we give a set of numerical results obtained in a real situation. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the previous work [l], we introduced a numerical method adapted to identification of boundary 
conditions in open sea for a shallow water problem. Using the optimal control theory and the 
assimilation of data, we proposed to fit boundary conditions in agreement with a set of available 
measurements taken within the region under study. Control was made on the velocity boundary 
conditions on open boundaries, by considering observations at selected points. In this work, we 
shall study the difficulties linked to the nonlinear continuity equation; in particular, we give the 
necessary smoothness result, of the solution to the shallow water problem, in order to show the 
existence of the solution of the adjoint problem. We do not consider the nonlinearities of the 
momentum equation though we have results at our disposal in this situation. Indeed, in another 
paper [2], we showed that it is possible to give an existence result, under the assumption of weak 
disturbance and using controlled data. On the other hand, we do not prove the existence of the 
minimum, due to the nonlinearity of the continuity equation. 
Numerically, we give some results obtained on a real case by using two different algorithms. 
The first one is based on the quasi-Newton method and corresponds to a control on the boundary 
condition. The second one utilizes a variational approximation technique and corresponds to 
control on the velocity. 
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2. PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL-NOTATIONS 
In a global oceanic model, biochemical and hydrodynamic variables are taken into account; 
here, we will focus on the hydrodynamic variables of the system. 
In order to describe the evolution of these variables, we use geophysical fluid mechanics models 
which differ from standard problems of flow such as that of Navier-Stokes by the dimensions of 
the domains, the temporal scales, the continuity equation, the shallow depth and particularly the 
boundary conditions. 
The three-dimensional model is obtained from basic conservation law equations by applying 
some simplifying hypotheses. On one hand, the small scale of the domain under study in com- 
parison with the earth’s radius allows us to use a Cartesian coordinate system. On the other 
hand, the Boussinesq hypothesis allows us to neglect the variations in fluid density, except for 
the pressure gradient term. 
The shallow-water equations used in this paper are obtained by integrating the three-dimension- 
al model over the depth, by using the quasi-hydrostatic hypothesis. 
Let IR be a fixed bounded smooth open domain of W2. We set r as the boundary of a; 
z = (x1, x2) represents a point of R and n, which is the unit outward normal of l?. The boundary 
is decomposed in two parts: 
l l?f, the coasts (u.n = 0), 
l re, the open-see boundaries (u.n = G(z, t)). 
nr 
ii2 -- 
r r-L + / 1 
I 
Figure 1. Study domain 
Moreover, we denote by r- (respectively, l?) the part of the boundary where the flow enters 
(respectively, goes out). This particular denomination is justified by the necessity to fix the water 
elevation on the part of the boundary where the flow enters [2]. We set 
c = r x10, T[, c- = r- ~10, q, c+ = r+x]O,T[. 
If u = (~1, up) is a vector function from fl into lR2 and q a scalar function from R into R, we 
define the following operators CX, curl, Curl as follows: 
84 - 
a(U) = -U2 , ( > u1 Curl q = ax2 ( 1 Ou2 au1 aq ’ ---. curlu = 8x1 ax, -- 8x1 . 
If we neglect the contribution of the nonlinear terms in the momentum equation, the shallow 
water problem equations are as follows: 
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$-aAu+gVh=f, in Q, 
u.n = G(cc, t), on C, 
curl(u)cr(n) = 0, on C, 
u(t = 0) = u&r), in 0, 
P) 
g + div(uh) = 0, in Q, 
h = C(z, t), on C-, 
h(t = 0) = ho(z), in R, 
where u(z, t) is the velocity vector field, h(z, t) the elevation, and g is the gravitational accelera- 
tion which can be considered constant. 
The existence and uniqueness results associated with problem (P) are shown in [2]. 
In order to homogenize problem (‘P), we set u = v+w where v satisfies v.n = 0 on the boundary 
and w is such that w = Vp, with p solution of 
pA2p = 0 E W’,4 (0, T; L4 (R)) , 
Vpn = G = bGI(Z,t) E W1.4 (0,T; W3/434 (I’)) , 
(R) 
V (Ap) .n = 0, 
p(t=o)=paEWi,4(fl), 
where IL E !R$ is chosen sufficiently great as we will see afterwards. The control is effected on 
G(z, t). 
It is clear that w verifies the following classical results on the elliptic equations [3]: 
w E W’>4 (0,T; W2*4 (n)‘) , 
divw E W1)4 (0,T; W’,4 (a)) c L”(Q), curl w = 0, w.n = G, 
Consequently, 2, verifies the following problem: 
au 
- -aAv+gVh= F, 
at 
v.n = 0, 
curl( = 0, 
v(t = 0) = 710(2), 
in Q, 
on C, 
on C, 
in a, 
(PH) 
2 + div(vh) = - div(wh), in Q, 
12 = <(z, t), on C-, 
h(t = 0) = ho(x), in fi, 
where F = (f - $f$ + aAw) E L4(Q)2. 
We have the smoothness result [4]. 
THEOREM. If, ho E W1>4(Cl) > 0, ~0 E H2(!2)2 and f E L4(Q)2, then problem (PH) admits a 
unique solution 
(v, h) E L4 (0,T; W2,4 (fl)2) x Loo (0,T; Wlt4(s2)) . 
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3. IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM AND ITS ANALYSIS 
3.1. Formulation of the Identification Problem 
We consider xi, . . . , xm, m points of R. Afterwards, m is the number of available measure 
ments. The previous theorem allows us to give a meaning to u(x’), . . . , u(xm). Indeed, u be- 
longs to L4(0, T; W2,4(st)2) and then to L4(0, T; C”(fi)2) since, in the two-dimensional situation, 
w2~4(s2) q CO(Q). 
Thus, we can introduce C, the observation operator 
C : L4 (0,T; W2v4 (fl)2) --$ L2 (0,T;R2m), 
By noting the desired state ZQ E L2(0, T; JR2,) under the form 
Ud = (Ud (xl) I. *. , ud (xm)) = (ud,l, . . . , f&n), 
and with G E U = W1v4 (0, T; W3/4v4(I’)), we defined the cost function J(G) by 
J(G) = e/‘(u(xj,t;G) - ud,j(t)12, 
j=l 0 
(3.1) 
where u(xj, t; G) represents the value of ‘1~ solution of (P) for a given G at (xj, t). 
REMARK 1. Usually, we must add to (3.1) a term sllGll$ which is linked to the Tikhonov 
regularization for the ill-posed identification problem. We do not use this regularization, since 
we do not demonstrate the existence of the minimum of J. Moreover, it is numerically difficult 
to compute the minimum of J considering the term E /lGlls. 
3.2. Adjoint Problem 
We first introduce the linearized tangent model which is obtained by derivating the equations 
of problem (P) with respect to G E U. Let u’(G,B) and h’(G,@) be respectively the directional 
derivative of u and h at G E U along 6’ E U. We get the following problem: 
$‘(G, 0) - aAu’(G, 0) + gVh’(G, .9) = 0, 
d(~, e).72 = 8, 
curl u’(G, e)o(n) = 0, 
u’(G, t9)(t = 0) = 0, 
in Q, 
on C, 
on C, 
in 0, 
(pet) 
zh’(G, 0) + div (u’(G, e)h) + div (uh’(G, e)) = 0, 
h’(G,e) = 0, 
h’(G, e)(t = 0) = 0, 
in Q, 
on C-, 
in R. 
To obtain the adjoint equations, we first multiply the equations of the linearized tangent model 
by the adjoint state functions (u*, h*). We then integrate them by parts (in space and time) by 
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using Green’s formula twice. We get the following problem: 
‘lt* - aAu* - hgrad h* = f: (u (zj, t; G) - ~~,~(t)) 8 @3: - &), -- 
j=l 
u*.n. = 0, 
cLdu* = 0, 
u”(t=T)=O, 
ah* -- - 
at 
u. grad h” - g div u* = 0, 
h’ = 0, 
h*(t = T) = 0, 
in Q, 
on C, 
on C, 
in s2, 
(p*) 
in Q, 
on C+, 
in R, 
where (u(zj, t; G) - ud,j(t)) @ S(x - xj) is the distribution defined by 
*- J oT (u(xcj, t;G) - w,j(t))$(xj, t), ?I E v(Q). 
3.3. Necessary Optimality Conditions 
Let J’(G, 0) be the directional derivative of J at G E U along /!I E U. Equation (3.1) leads to 
where u’(G, B) verifies the linearized tangent model (Pet). 
Using the properties of the adjoint operator, the critical extremum condition (3.2) can be 
written under the simpler form 
divu* + hh* = 0. (3.3) 
REMARK 2. Notice that we are not able to prove the existence of the minimum and to give a 
meaning to the trace of (divu* + hh*) since we only prove that u* E ,C413(Q) and h* E L4/“(Q). 
So (3.3) has only an interest on a numerical point of view. 
3.4. Well Posedness of the Adjoint Problem 
We show an existence and uniqueness result for problem (P*). We proceed by transposition [5] 
by using the following problem: 
all, 
--aAlC,+gVp=@, at in Q, 
+.n = 0, on C, 
curl 7&~(n) = 0, on C, 
$(t = 0) = 0, in Cl, 
g + div(l/h) + div(ucp) = 0, in Q, 
cp =0, on C-, 
cp(t = 0) = 0, in R. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If @ E L4(&)2, then (P+) admits a solution ($,cp) into L4(Q)2 x L4(Q). 
Below, in Lemmas 3.1-3.3, in order to show an existence result for problem (P+), we give some 
smoothness results concerning (PH). 
LEMMA 3.1, The solution of problem (PH) verifies 
where @ is a constant only dependent on the data. 
PROOF. Multiplying successively the momentum equation of problem (PH) by w~[Q(~, CI~AW[AV[~ 
and integrating on R, we obtain, by using Young’s inequality, 
and we can always find 6 and X such that 
* Let K > 1, a positive constant (introduced afterwards) only depending on the data and verifying 
1ogiK < 
1 - 2~ - Ildivwll~~(~,Ti~~(R)) 
T 
I (3.4) 
with 
IW 41 L’(O,T;D= (0)) < 1 - 26 
where E E IQ is chosen such that 
2 
a-->o. 
E. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
LEMMA 3.2. Condition (3.5) is not restrictive for the choice of w. 
PROOF. We have [3] 
bll + IIG’II~~(~,T;W~/~,~(~)) . > 
Then 
lldiv 4 < F (II%(&) + ll~~ll~~(O.T:W~/.‘.~(~))) ’ L’(O,T;W’qI)) - 
and since II . (II,- I N(( . I(wI~~(Q) 
lldivwll L’(O,T;L3i’(R)) - c1 L4(&) + llG'll~a(0,T;w3/4.4(r)) 
Well, we impose 
IldivwIl,~(o,,;t~(R)) I 1 - 2~ 
So, for a given G’ and 8, it is sufficient to choose /J such that 
( IIQII L4(Q) + llG’ll~~(o,~:~~/~~~(r))) 5 jq-&$ - 2E), 
which completes the proof. 
Then we have the following. 
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LEMMA 3.3. If F E LOO(O,T; L4(!2)2), ho E W’14(Cl) and under assumptions (3.4) and (3.5), 
then 
Ildivvll ,c~(O,T;D-(0)) < 1 - 2% - Ildivwll,l(O,T:L”(R)). 
htforeover, we have the following estimates 
Au E L4(Q)2, 
divu E LOO(Q), h E LO” (0,T; W’94 (a)) 
PROOF. We only give the a priori estimates, the passage to the limit is of no great difficulty. We 
apply the operator V to the continuity equation of problem (P’), we multiply it by 4Vh]Vh)2 
and we integrate on R. We get 
-$ llVh(l$ i G (W&,4 + Cl+ lldiv+-) Ilohll$). (3.7) 
But, 
and 
]]divu]lL, I (]divvll~r + lldiv~lIL~ . 
On the other hand, by using Lemma 3.1, 
(3.8) 
So, we obtain, thanks to [6], 
Ildiv 41 L-(Q) 5 c3 loi? [l + llV~l14,,(,,,;,r(,)n~] Y (3.9) 
where C3 is a constant only dependent on the data. 
Finally, remembering that w E W1,4(0,T; W2,4(fl)2) an inserting (3.8) and (3.9) into (3.7), d 
we get 
t JIVhll4,,,,, (I+ 1% (1 + liVh&n,))] ) 
and consequently, 
(3.10) 
in which Cs is only dependent on the data. 
By introducing (3.10) into estimate (3.9), we see that there is a constant lK > 1, such that 
lldivvll Lx(Q) < bK. 
Moreover, by integrating (3.8) with respect to t and by using the smoothness of IU, we obtain 
AU E L4(Q). 
Then, by choosing ~1 such that (3.4) can be checked, i.e., 
0 < 1oglK < 
1 - 2~ - Ildivwll,l(O,T;~X(R)) 
T 7 
we get 
lldivvll L~(O,T;~s(~)) I Tlldivvlh,xcQ, < 1 - 2c - lldivWll,~(o,~:~~(~)) 
which completes the proof. 
(3.11) 
I 
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THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumption of Lemma 3.2 and if (3.6) is verified, problem (‘P;) admits 
a solution 
where 
(+,v)E Lm(o,T; L2(n)2) n L2(0,T;v) x Lm(o,T;L2(a2)), (3.12) 
UEL~(Q)~, divuEL2(n), curlu.EL2(R); u.n=Oonr > 
. 
PROOF. We multiply the momentum equation (respectively, the continuity equation) of (‘P+) by 
$ (respectively, ‘p) and we integrate on Q. We get 
We successively study terms (1) and (2). 
TERM (1). 
L(1 - h)llVp = - L div ((1 - h)$) cp 
=- .I Q (1 - h)div+cp+ Q$Vhv. J’ 
But 
an d 
TERM (2). 
1 -- 
I 2 Q 
uV$ = 1 
I 2Q 
div u(p2 
I i IldivullL1(O,T;~~(R)) IIPIIL=(o,T~Lv)) 
5 ; ( Ildivw(lL’(o,T;Lr(n)) 
+ ll~~~~lIL1~O,T~~x~~~~ ~&=(o,T;L~~II . > 
Moreover, 
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Inserting these estimates into (3.13), we obtain 
Using (3.11), this inequality leads us to (3.12). I 
Below, we introduce smoothness results on +!J and cp which allow us to show that problem (P$) 
defined an isomorphism T 
T : V, x V, - L4(Q) x L4(Q), 
- - aA$ + gVp, 
+ div (Qh) + div (UZL(P) , 
where 
V, = $ E L4 (0, T; W2,4 (0)2) ; $ E L4(Q)2, $.n = 0, curl II, = 0 on C, $(O) = 0} 
and 
V, = cp E L* (0,T; W’v4 (Cl)) ; g E L4(Q), cp = 0 on C-, ~(0) = 0 
> 
. 
LEMMA 3.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1-3.3 and Theorem 3.1, we have the following 
estimates: 
$J E v* and cpE V,. 
PROOF. We apply the operator V to the continuity equation of (PG.); we obtain 
so 
g (VP) + V$Vh + ($.V)Vh + Vhdiv 11, + hV div 111 
+VuVv + (u.V) VP + Vq div u + cpV div u = 0. 
(3.14) 
We multiply (3.14) by VplVql’ and we integrate on R. We find 
(3.15) 
As in Lemma 3.1 and 3.3, we show, without difficulty, that 
and that 
I+,& 5 C (1 + livPl%) (3.16) 
IIWII L%(Q) I Clog 1 + llwt-(o,T:L~(n~~) . ( (3.17) 
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Figure 2. Expected velocity. 
Moreover, still with Lemma 3.3, we have 
div u E Lm(Q), 
u E L4 (0,T; W2)4 (fi)‘) , h E L” (0, T; Wla4 (R)) 
Consequently, after integration with respect to t and by setting y(t) = IlV~(t)j\~.,, esti- 
mate (3.15) gives 
Y(t)~C[l+~Y(t)(l+lon’/s(l+Y(f)))]. 
So, the convexity leads us to [ll] 
y(t) 5 cste* 
This result shows that cp E L”(O,T; W’,4(C2)) and, by using (3.16), that $J E L4(0, T; W2,4(s2)2). I 
We can now conclude on the existence of solutions for (‘PG). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Lemma 3.4. allows to establish that problem (P;) admits a unique 
solution in 
v, x v,. 
So, problem (P;) defines an isomorphism T from (V+ x V,) into L4(Q) x L4(Q). 
By transposition, we deduce that there exists a unique u* E L4/3(Q) and h* E L4i3(Q) 
satisfying 
J ( Ii* a* Q dt - aA$ + gV9 > = Al($) 
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(a) w calculated by taking into account the veloc- 
ity taken at one point out of two (control on G). 
4.3 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-4 
0 2.1 
(b) Corresponding 2) velocity. 
Figure 3. 
an d 
g + div(@h) + div(ucp) 
> 
= 0, 
defines a continuous linear form on Ve, and we conclude easily. I 
4. NUMERICAL TREATMENT 
We succinctly present in this section, the numerical methods used to solve on the one hand 
the shallow water problem, and on the other hand the control problem. We compare with the 
results obtained doing a control on w (11. Besides, we give a series of numerical results obtained 
in the bay of Calvi in the North of Corsica. 
4.1. Principle of the Method 
We solve the shallow water problem by the Galerkin method, building a well-adapted special 
basis [7]. This basis is determined by a finite element method with the help of Modulef (INRIA). 
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0.0187: 
1 
0.18725362301<&<0.137214283+00 
(c) Variations of the error 
n = 
ll” cz’) - udj I/i*(o T.R,rL) 
I , 
II II 
2 
ud. 
J LZ (0 T.B”’ ) 3 , 
with the number of iterations. 
Figure 3. (cont.) 
When the domain is simply connected, it is determined by solving the following scalar problems: 
in R, 
on l?, 
We use a Hermite type element with three degrees of freedom by nodes that allows us to obtain 
a numerical expression of Vpi, and Curlqi. If domain R is smooth enough, the solutions of these 
problems are in H2(sZ) and Vpi and Curlqi are in H1(Q)2. So, the set of Vp, and Curlqg, is an 
orthogonal basis of L2(0)’ and V = {u E L2(s2)2, divu. E L2(sZ), curlu E L2(Q); ~.n = 0 on I’}, 
respectively. 
The properties of the special basis allow us to overcome the difficulties linked to the nonlinear 
terms. In particular, concerning the term div(uh) in the continuity equation, the projection on 
the eigenfunctions leads to 
J div(uh).pi = - J UhVpi. R n 
Problem (R), used in order to homogenize the shallow water problem, is also solved with the 
help of Modulef. Numerically, we build w, a solution of (R), that is less smooth than that 
presented in Section 2, indeed we do not have at our disposal finite elements that are smooth 
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(a) w calculated by taking into account the veloc- 
ity taken at one point out of two (control on w). 
Figure 4. 
I~“‘~““,““~““,~~~~,~ 
I 
vlnax=10.14684*53E+~ 
2.1 
(b) Corresponding v velocity. 
enough. Here, w = 09 is a solution to the following problem: 
in R, 
on re. 
The bathymetry of the domain shows there is an important fault at the center of the bay. The 
height of the column of water varies from ten meters to 120 meters. Due to the small number of 
bathymetric surveys, we have restored it by minimizing the following expression 
where xj are the survey points and pi are the eigenfunctions introduced previously. 
On one hand, this allows us to obtain a bathymetric representation according to the elevation 
representation and, on the other hand, to easily obtain the bathymetric gradient, necessary to 
the numerical resolution of problems of control. 
To solve the adjoint problem, we use the same method as the one used for the shallow water 
problem. 
Concerning the numerical evaluation of the minimum of the functional, we use two different 
methods: 
l in the case of a control on G, we have used the variable storage (or limited memory) 
quasi-Newton method whose computer code has been given by [8]. The expression of J is 
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1.46’ 
1 
0.111223763+00<& O.l4687523E+Ol 
(c) Variations of the error 
with the number of iterations. 
Figure 4. (cont.) 
given by (3.1) and for the numerical evaluation of the gradient we compute 
V JG = - (div u* + hh*) , on C; 
l in the case of a control on w, we have used a variational approximation method, using a 
basis of the space of control [l]. 
4.2. Numerical Results 
In Figure 2, we show the expected velocity field. In this section, two sets of results are given. 
On the one hand, we show the one obtained in the case of a control on G (Figure 3), on the other 
hand, we introduce, by way of comparison, the numerical results corresponding to the cask of a 
control on w (Figure 4). 
The results are satisfying, whatever the method. However, the method using quasi-Newton 
algorithm is more efficient at the level of time calculation (approximately 1.5 times faster). More- 
over, the quasi-Newton method provides a more important precision on the solution, but it cannot 
be attributed to the variational approximation method but to the tools which permit to calculate 
the basis of our space of control. 
It is clear that we cannot guarantee that if we have some other available measurements at 
one’s disposal, the velocity field may be similar. Nevertheless, there is no physical aberration 
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in the results obtained. In particular, the scale of the calculated velocity is realistic and the 
corresponding field is comparable to those point out in other works [9]. 
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